Abstract-Nowadays, social networks are considered as a very important medium for the spreading of information, innovations and ideas etc. among individuals using Viral Marketing (VM) but the key problem with VM is to find the set of influential users, who, when convinced to adopt an innovation or idea, shall influence other users in the network, leading to large number of adoptions. Therefore, in our study we propose and study the competitive viral marketing problem from the host perspective, where the host of the social network sells the viral marketing campaigns to its customers and keeps control of the allocation of seeds. We propose a new diffusion model considering the host perspective in Social Networks where the network model will have both positive and negative edges. We then propose a novel problem, named Blocking Negative Influential Node Set (BNINS) selection problem, to identify the positive node set such that the number of negatively activated nodes is minimized for all competitors from host perspective. We first provide our newly proposed diffusion model, define the novel BNINS problem, propose a solution sketch to the problem and propose simulations procedure to validate the proposed solution.
I. INTRODUCTION
Facebook, Twitter, and Google+ have opened up great opportunities for companies to run large-scale viral marketing campaigns. Companies promote their products or services by giving free or discounted items to a selected group of highly influential individuals (seeds or initial adopters), in the hope that through the word-of-mouth effects, a large number of product adoption will occur.
In order to run the viral marketing approach successfully, we have to solve the influence maximization problem [1] - [5] . The goal of influence maximization problem is to identify a small subset of individuals in a social network that can serve as early adopters of a new technology and trigger a large word-ofmouth cascade in the network. In most of the research works, the seeds are selected based on some criteria or algorithm but in this work we consider that host of the social network controls the seed selection and allocation to companies.
Another aspect is that in social networks, it is often a case when there are different campaigns and opposite ideas, information or products competing for their influence in the social network. Motivated by this observation, we will concentrate on the problem of how to block the diffusion of an opposing company as much as possible.
II. NETWORK MODEL
A social network can be modelled as a weighted directed graph G = (V, E, W) where V is the set of nodes representing individuals and E is the set of edges representing influential relationships among individuals and W is a set of weights. Every edge e (vi,vj ) ∈ E is assigned two weight values representing the direct influence node v i has on node v j where w ij ∈ [0,1]}:
Also every node v i ∈ V picks two activation thresholds θ 
III. DIFFUSION MODEL
In a social network, a node can have either an active or inactive status. Every node in the network holds one of the two opinions (positive or negative). So, we further divide the active status into positive active and negative active. Every company will have an initial positive active and an initial negative active seed set assigned by the host.
At t = 0, the seed set is assigned by the host to each company.
At t >= 1, there are two phases:
An inactive node v i ∈ V becomes influenced when the total incoming influence weight from its in-neighbours (N vi (t) In this phase, a node v i ∈ V becomes active by picking a Company out of those of its in-neighbours that activated at time t-1 with the same influence in which it got influenced in Phase 1. At t, a node v i becomes active with Company C k with probability: 
A. Blocking Negative Influential Node Set (BNINS) Selection Problem from Host Perspective Problem Definition
Given a graph G = (V, E, W), initial negative seed sets
− for Company C k and positive integers P k where k ∈ {1, 2, ......., m}, we want to find positive active seed sets
+ of size at most P k such that the number of negatively activated nodes is minimized. Our goal is to maximize the spread of positive opinion such that the negative opinion is minimized.
B. Problem Solution
Before discussing the algorithm, we first define a useful Amplification Function as follows:
, the Amplification function of v i is used to calculate the influence spread of Company C k per seed defined as follows:
BNINS-GREEDY Algorithm to find the positive seed set so as to minimize the negative activated nodes is discussed as follows:
then v j will be positively activated with company t.
then v j will be negatively activated with company t. else v j will be positively activated with company t. Repeat step 2-3.
IV. CONCLUSION
We proposed a new diffusion model considering both positive and negative influences and applied it to solve the BNINS Selection problem from host perspective, which will be very useful for promoting the products in marketing applications in social networks. We formally define the BNINS Selection problem and propose a greedy algorithm to solve it. In future, we would like to validate the proposed algorithm through simulations on random graphs and experiments on SNAP data.
